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brutal of him not to do whatever queen Mary wanted him to and she has

been revered and idolized and she was indeed a very attractive and

charming woman but her character was indeed such that any idolizing of

her is a rather strange thing. Well that is sort of aside from our

main point which is to see how the Reformation succeeded in Scotland

and we want to go on to Number 5 -the An-Baptists. I have been

tempted to call this H - but since that which we want to speak about

now briefly - the Ani-Baptiet movement in Europe was an the continent al most

entirely - it would be quite anomalous to put it under this heading, "The

Reformation in England". So wettll give it a separate head though we will

deal much more briefly with it because the three big movements of the Refor

mation were Martin Luther, John Calvin and then the Reformation in England.

And this is a movement which in itself would not have been particularly im

portant, which would have died out completely were it not for the success

of these other movements. Nevertheless it had relationships with them which

were vital and it had had very important effects also on a far smaller scale.

And Bo I give it a separate head, Roman Number V - The Ann-Baptists. Now at

this time when Luther began to preac$h
' the right and duty of every believer

to go to the Bible for himself and study. it and see what it teaches, there

were people who had no educational background or training, who began to feel

that they could go to the Bible and whatever they found in it, they should

stand on and that would be right and many of them felt that not only should

they stand on it but they should force others to (3.) it. You

remember when Luther was in he received word that these

prophets had come to Vittenburg and they were beginning to say they were having

visions from God, messages from God, they had all kings of new revelations and

you member Icarlsbad(?) carried things to such a point that he said God has

hidden these things from the wise and prudent, revealed them unto

therefore he said, "Just ask the most ignorant believer and find out what God
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